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President’s Message, Amy Hustead
As I write this it has been a few days since the last big storm. As much as we
need the rain my newly planted vegetable garden did not appreciate the hail.
My cantaloupe, watermelon and nasturtiums took a beating. I was glad to see, at my elevation at least, that the
blackberries didn’t bloom in force until after the storm was over.
I had a couple of clients who almost lost strong hives during the days of cold, rainy weather. I opened a hive
that had no honey stored and many dead and dying bees on the bottom board and on the ground in front of the
hive. A big hive can burn through its honey stores in a very short time. This situation highlights the importance
of regular hive checks during the spring and summer. I advise people to check their hives weekly and observe
from the outside daily. You can see a lot from the outside of the hive. What is their activity level? Are there
many dead bees on the ground? Any robbing activity? Pollen coming in?
Fingers crossed for a good nectar flow this year. Happy Beekeeping!
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BRINGING IN POLLEN, CEMENT HILL ROAD

June 1st Meeting – ON ZOOM
Due to current events the upcoming regular meeting will be hosted on Zoom.
Members will be notified by email of the link to the meeting.
For this meeting we have Dr. Irina Delusina of the Dept of Earth and Planetary Sciences at UCD, broadcasting
via zoom, to talk on "Bees and pollen as partners for making honey and life". She will also demonstrate how the
study of pollen, using a microscope, helps beekeepers and science.
This is sort of a hot button topic at the moment as we are in our nectar flow, so this is not a meeting to miss!

Bee Bits
Submitted by Randy Oliver
Beekeeping has traditionally been an avocation of people later in their lives (although we have far more young
beekeepers these days). That said, many beekeepers are in the higher-risk group for corona virus due to their
age. As one who has a fair understanding of viruses and their transmission (due to my research with bees), I
want to point out that the human population of Nevada County at this point of time, has as yet had essentially
zero exposure to the virus, and thus remains immunologically naïve.
Don’t think that we are reopening because it is safe! Political misinformation aside, this virus is not going to
“go away” until most of us have either been infected or vaccinated, and some of us will most likely suffer the
consequences of an infection. As a biologist, I strongly suggest that you try your best to avoid exposure until
you can immunize yourself, once a vaccine becomes available.
Due to the shortage of alcohol during the corona virus pandemic, I’ve gotten a number of questions about
whether there are good alternatives to alcohol for mite monitoring by alcohol wash. We use the term “alcohol
wash,” but that “washing” actually involves four discrete steps:
Step 1: To cause the mites to release their grip on the bees.
Step 2: To then dislodge the mites from the bees’ bodies.
Step 3: To then agitate or wash the bee sample enough to allow for the precipitation of the mites
through the tangle of bee bodies, and finally
Step 4: To separate the mite sample from the bee sample, typically by allowing the much-smaller mites
to drop through a screen.
Let me first address getting mites to release their grip.

This photo on the left, looking up on a mite’s feet from the
underside, shows the inflatable empodia, or sticky pads, on its
feet (all photos by me, taken with my cell phone through a
microscope).
The mites have additional spines on their sensory pedipalps (the
appendages in front of the mite’s mouthparts):
These wicked-looking spines on the pedipalps (photo above
right), as well as additional spines on their chelicerae (feeding
appendages) allow the mite to keep a strong grip on the feeding
wound. So any kind of mite sampling must take into account
getting the mites to first release their grip on the bee.

The sugar roll/shake is one alternative to a wash, but you still need to get the mites to release their grip. To do
so, you must first roll the bees in the sugar to agitate them, and then give them a minute to heat up, which then
causes the mites to release their grip. Once the mites start walking around on the bees to find a cooler spot, they
get powdered sugar on the sticky pads on their feet, which causes them to lose their grip.
Another alternative to alcohol is dish detergent in water. I’m currently testing it for efficacy. I tried low-suds
Cascade automatic dishwasher detergent, but found that, to my surprise, it did a very poor job of getting mites
to release. On the other hand, Dawn Ultra (lemon essence) did a great job! As I type these words, I’m in the
middle of running tests on mite release, either with or without agitation.
Although Dawn’s bubbles make it more difficult to count mites from above, they can instead be easily counted
by looking up from below. The efficacy of mite recovery with Dawn surprised me.
Table x. Test of mite recovery with Dawn Ultra (lemon essence), diluted to 2 Tblsp/gallon.
Mite drop counts per 60-sec, 300-revolution mechanical agitation
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The above findings made me wonder just how important strong agitation of the sample actually was. I
wondered how many mites would just drop off on their own if the bee sample were simply immersed in the
detergent solution – without agitation?

In this test, I’m immersing a high-mite bee sample in detergent solution, moving the bee sample every 10
seconds to a new cup – without agitation. After six 10-second immersions (for the mathematically challenged,

that adds up to a full minute) I then use one of my mechanical agitators to perform a final 300-revolution
agitation in 90% alcohol to recover any remaining mites. The results surprised me:

I’m still in the middle of investigating mite recovery, but the above data indicate that diluted Dawn dish
washing liquid really gets the mites to drop off the bees! And to my great surprise, even better than did 90%
isopropyl alcohol (although I got better drop from alcohol in tests last fall). This finding may make mite
monitoring much easier for the beekeeper. Stay tuned!
That May rainstorm was sure good for getting some moisture in the ground, but it hit our colonies hard. We had
a lot of splits and nucs that were in full growth mode, but living pretty much hand to mouth, with little honey
stores. By the last day of rain, some of our colonies were cannibalizing brood, and a few actually starved.
Take home message: rapidly-growing colonies in springtime can be living hand to mouth. Make sure that
they have adequate reserves of honey. If not, a feeding of sugar syrup can really help them.

Check Your Mite Loads
By Janet Brisson
Are you checking your hives for mites? Last month, April 23rd, I dusted all our hives with powdered sugar and
only found one mite. Yesterday, May 21, 2020 I dusted again and found 43 mites on our strongest hive floating
in the water. The other hives and nucs also had mites, and the numbers of mites are rising. Now is the time to
knock your mite loads back. I plan to dust again in 5 to 7 days and again 5 to 7 days later. This should capture
most of the mites hiding in capped cells.
It is funny, I have been watching the news on Covid-19 and have been especially interested in the graphs and
projections. Listening to Randy Oliver talk about his graphs and model projections on Mite populations for the
last 20 years, I am not sure if it’s a blessing or a curse, I really understand what news people are talking about. I
have never been one for charts and numbers but doing all these experiments and talking about with dusting
hives using powdered sugar for mite counts, Randy made it his goal that I understand and could explain these
graphs. You can see the correlation between mite populations exploding exponentially and how the Corona

virus can explode exponentially. In Randy’s mite population models, you can clearly see how it makes a difference when and how often you treat your hives for mites and where the mite populations ends. Check out
Randy’s varroa models http://scientificbeekeeping.com/ipm-3-strategy-understanding-varroa-population-dynamics/ If you don’t treat at all, your hives will collapse.If you treat only a few times and then slack off, your
mite population will rise dramatically. One mite goes into a capped cell and 3 or 4 mature mites come out. Each
of the mites are capable of producing another 3 or 4 mites and so on. Sounds like the news, right?
The curse, my family is so tired of me talking about what we are hearing on the news and relating it directly to
mite loads. You would think that mites might be our indicator species to the explosion of Corona virus.

In The Yard
Submitted by Spencer Wingfield
These past few months have proven interesting in just getting to the bee yards. As I am sure everyone has experienced at least some momentary disruption to their commute due to tree crews doing their diligent chopping
work.

One day we counted 5 road closures as we worked bee
yards from Smartsville, up to Bitney Springs and around Newtown. The silver lining for a beekeeper might be
the opened up areas now experiencing an increase in light shining down on those wonderful blackberry blossoms. The picture at right was taken at Mountain Bounty Farm, where I have a bee yard. They have been experimenting more and more with Phacelia in their cover crop mix, along with the usual clover, vetch and oats. The
seeds are purchased individually and mixed by the farmers.
Of the many functions these plants serve are they build soil organic matter, cover and protect from erosion, hold
nutrients that would leech during rain, reduce compaction, and fix nitrogen. The warm February we had got
these plants up and growing earlier than what was expected, and it actually timed just perfect for the bees in that
there was a dearth period while these were blooming. I think I was successfully able to get the foreman to hold
off on chopping these plants for a couple days longer than they normally would. All varieties of insects were
visiting and collecting nectar and pollen off of these plants.

At this point in the season, everyone should be seeing gray pollen coming in the hives. And also the shimmer of
fresh shake-out (pictured above left), of fresh nectar gathered and stored. The gray pollen is from blackberry. It
is always an easy pollen to ID, unlike a lot of other pollen. Other pollen have similar colors and flowering times
overlap which make it a guessing game, unless you have a microscope and a background in Melissopalynology.
For a sample of the pollen found from a sample of honey from the 2019 crop, see below. The report reads from
left to right (Pollen Taxa, relative percentages in each of the three samples sent). These honey samples were
pulled from the colonies at the end of June. If you can wrap your mind around the idea of the pollen source being a representation of the nectar, then this honey would be a Plum/Buckthorn/Rose multi floral honey.

County Fair – Bee Booth
Submitted from Karla Hanson
I’m scheduling the bee booth for the Nevada County Fair 2020 because I think this is still going to happen…
Please send me an email or call with times that you can work. If you never have done it before, let me explain
how it works: Everyone that works the booth gets a FREE ticket to the fair. The club will reimburse anyone
who requests reimbursement for parking. All bee experience and knowledge are welcome to work the booth.
The public just loves to talk about bees! So even if you are a NEW beekeeper, sign up for a shift. I guarantee
you will have a good time!!! Please respond by email at queenbeez@att.net.

CLASSIFIEDS
Honey Extraction House
A to Z Supply has a honey extraction house available
for rent. Equipment is provided and the room is heated
and there's lots of hot water for cleanup.
For more information: 530.273.6608

Amy Hustead, Bear River Bees
Consultations, Swarm Removal
One on One Mentoring
530.613.7171
BearRiverBees@gmail.com
Spring Nucs — taking orders now
Available for pickup in Napa or Waterford in late
April. For more information on bulk orders, deliveries
and pricing please visit https://abeeprovisions.com/
Beekeeper Needed
Local beekeeper in need to place beehives on a Colfax
property. Please contact Reinhard.
reinhard@agentswob.com
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The Nevada County Beekeepers Association is dedicated to
apiculture education and promotion of the art and science of
beekeeping among beekeepers, agriculturists, and the general public.
This is a “not for profit” organization. Donations are welcomed.

Meetings are held the first Monday of each month at 7 PM at the
Grass Valley Veteran’s Memorial Building at 255 South Auburn
Street in Grass Valley. All visitors are welcome. Use the back
entrance.

The newsletter is published monthly as a service to the membership.
Articles, recipes, commentary, and news items are welcomed and
encouraged. Contributions should be received by the 20th of the
Month to be included into the next issue. Submit to
garyg@newpress.com
Advertising space (3” by 2”) in this newsletter is usually available
and need not be bee-related. Advertising rates are $7 per year for
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